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in the history of Socialism in this country, and indeed in the
whole world3. Babouvism has the curious power and fascina-
tion of the revolution which failed. And it was in harmony
with the French preference for equality rather than liberty
as an operative ideal.1
The antithesis between the political and the social implica-
tions of revolutionary principles appears still more clearly in
the thought of Saint-Simon and Fourier. The early, indigenous
movement of French Socialism associated with their names is
a direct offshoot of the 'revolutionary tradition'. It is distinct,
both in origins and spirit, from the later Socialist movements
which were produced by the industrial revolution. It is optim-
istic, just as Rousseau is optimistic. It believes in the essential
goodness of man. It is idealistic, and tends to expect not so
much a class war as a great brotherly and voluntary surrender
of economic privileges, comparable with the aristocratic sur-
render of feudal privileges on 4 August 1789. But it is in re-
action against the exaggerated importance attached to political
reforms and formal democracy. It presses for the reformation of
society to implement and complete the Revolutionary trans-
formation of the State. It is Socialist in the sense that it con-
centrates attention on social conditions and economic life,
rather than on political organization. Being also in reaction
against the Jacobin development of the omnicompetent State,
it is not Socialist in the sense of seeking the nationalization of
wealth.
Henri de Saint-Simon and Charles Fourier are, indeed, in
outlook no less than by birth, products of the eighteenth cen-
tury. One was born in 1760, the other in 1772. The movements
of the eighteen-twenties and the eighteen-thirties which are
connected with their names are not the creation of industrial-
ism so much as the belated development of the social principles
of 1789. There is an element of delayed action about them,
which perhaps explains their ineffectiveness in nineteenth-cen-
tury conditions. In regarding the distribution of property and
the system of production as the basic factors governing political
1 On Babeuf see Paul Louis: Histoire du Socialisms en France (1925);
V. Advielle: Histoire de Gracchus Babeuf et du Babouvisme (1884).

